InLine® High Speed HDMI Cable
with Ethernet male to male gold
plated white 1.5m
* Preise inkl. gesetzlicher MwSt. zzgl.Versandkosten

Marke: INL
Bestell-Nr.: 17511W

- High-Speed-HDMI-Cable with Ethernet (network)
- Gold plated contacts and shells
- high-density triple-layer shielding for best quality
- twisted pair cable construction for optimum signal quality
- transmits HD video and pure audio signals
- Good conductivity for wonderful signal transmission through copper wires
- Suppress EMI interference, make the image vivid
- HDMI Ethernet Channel: Adds highspeed networking in addition to an HDMI connection so that users can use the
full advantage of their IP-enabled devices without a separate Netztwerk cables are required (if the devices support
HDMI with Ethernet)
- Audio Return Channel (ARC): Allows an HDMI-connected TV with a built-in TV tuner to send audio data by
"upstream" to a surround audio system, whereby a separate audio cable is no longer required
- 3D over HDMI: Defines input and output protocols for major 3D video formats, paving the way for true 3D gaming
and 3D home theater applications
- 4K x 2K Video Support: Enables video resolutions far beyond 1080p, supporting next-generation displays of (UHD
2.160p support)
- additional color spaces: support for additional color models used in digital photography and computer graphics
- for the following applications: HDTV, PC / Notebook, XBOX, Playstation, Blu-ray DVD/HD-DVD, DC/DV, Projector
- Compatible with all previous HDMI cable Varians
- with HDMI Ethernet Audio Control (HEAC) and 3D support
- resolutions up to 4K @ 50/60Hz, (2160p), 4-times the resolution of FullHD
- up to 32 audio channels for a multi-dimensional immersive audio experience
- up to 1536kHz audio sample frequency for highest signal integrity
- support simultaneous delivery of dual video streams to display content for multiple users on the same screen
- simultaneous delivery of multi-stream audio to multiple users (up to 4) is supported
- support widescreen displays such as the 21:9 format
- dynamic synchronization of video and audio streams
- CEC commands for advanced control and control of consumer electronics devices will support
- white cable, white plug
- molded plugs
- HDMI A male plug to HDMI A male plug

Artikeleigenschaften
Stecker B:

HDMI A Stecker

Typ:

HDMI 2.0

Stecker A:

HDMI A Stecker

Länge:

1,5m

Farbe:

weiß

Signal:

Audio/Video

